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Abstra t
Feature subset sele tion is an important problem in knowledge dis overy, not only
for the insight gained from determining relevant modeling variables but also for the
improved understandability, s alability, and possibly, a ura y of the resulting models.
Feature sele tion has traditionally been studied in supervised learning situations, with
some estimate of a ura y used to evaluate andidate subsets. However, we often annot
apply supervised learning for la k of a training signal. For these ases, we propose a new
feature sele tion approa h based on lustering. A number of heuristi riteria an be
used to estimate the quality of lusters built on the basis of a given feature subset. Rather
than attempting to ombine su h riteria, we use ELSA, an evolutionary lo al sele tion
algorithm apable of maintaining a diverse population of solutions that approximate the
Pareto front in a multi-dimensional obje tive spa e. Ea h evolved solution represents
a feature subset and a number of lusters; a standard K-means algorithm is applied
to form the given number of lusters based on the sele ted features. We evaluate the
approa h with two syntheti data sets, one with ad-ho distributions of points in a lowdimensional spa e and one with random distributions in a high-dimensional spa e. We
also apply the algorithm to real data. Our preliminary results show promise in nding
Pareto-optimal solutions through whi h we an identify the signi ant features and the
orre t number of lusters.
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1 Introdu tion
Feature sele tion and lustering are a tive resear h areas in pattern re ognition, ma hine
learning, and data mining. Feature sele tion is de ned as the pro ess of hoosing a subset
of the original predi tive variables by eliminating redundant features and those with little
or no predi tive information. If we extra t as mu h information as possible from a given
data set while using the smallest number of features, we an not only save a great amount
of omputing time and ost, but often build a model that generalizes better to unseen
points. Further, it is often the ase that nding the orre t subset of predi tive features is
an important problem in its own right.
We adopt the wrapper model [16℄ of feature sele tion whi h requires two omponents:
a sear h algorithm that sear hes through the possible ombinations of features, and one or
more riterion fun tions that evaluate the quality of ea h feature subset. Let D represent
the original feature dimension of a given data set. The whole sear h spa e is O(2D ), making
exhaustive sear h impra ti al for data sets with even moderate dimensionality.
Most resear h on sear h algorithms has used heuristi sear h approa hes in favor of
eÆ ien y rather than optimality. For instan e, algorithms su h as sequential sear h [30, 19℄,
bran h and bound [26℄, nonlinear optimization [5℄, and simulated annealing [27℄ have been
applied. The formulation of feature sele tion as a ombinatorial optimization problem has
also lead to the use of geneti algorithms [28, 31℄. A re ent review of these methods an be
found in [8℄. Regardless of the sear h algorithm employed, most previous methods evaluated
potential solutions in terms of predi tive a ura y. Spe i ally, the data set ould be divided
into training and test sets, with the error rate on the test set used to estimate the lassi er's
true error rate. However, in many situations we don't have information about the lass to
whi h ea h data point belongs, and thus we an not apply supervised learning to estimate
subset quality.
Instead, we may wish to nd natural grouping of the examples in the feature spa e.
This problem of lustering or unsupervised learning is another a tive resear h area in the
knowledge dis overy ommunity. The idea is to represent groups of points by a luster
enter after determining the inherent number of lusters in the given data set. For example,
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lustering an be used very e e tively in target marketing. Based on ustomer behavior
su h as brand loyalty, pri e sensitivity, or quality sensitivity, manufa turers an use di erent
marketing strategies. Furthermore, they an save time and expense by restri ting their
on ern to a group of ustomers who are most likely to buy their goods. One diÆ ulty
in lustering is to determine the number of lusters. On e a number of lusters have been
formed based on some given features, we must to evaluate how well this model represents
the omplexity of the data. Clustering may be performed using iterative methods su h as
K-means [17℄ or expe tation maximization (EM) [12℄, probability models [7℄, or optimization
models [6℄. Re ent resear h has fo used on s aling methods like K-means to large data sets
[4℄. We take the view that an e e tive way to s ale a lustering algorithm is to redu e the
dimensionality of the data by using a subset of the points to sele t a subset of the features.
A number of heuristi riteria an be used to estimate the quality of the lusters. Examples in lude the ompa tness of ea h luster and the separation among di erent lusters.
Several attempts have been made to ombine di erent heuristi quality measures into some
single quantity to be optimized [9℄. This is a diÆ ult problem to solve in the general ase,
sin e any given data set may have unique hara teristi s, and any given de ision maker
will have their own mental model of the tradeo s among riteria. In su h situations we
must use multi-obje tive or Pareto optimization. Formally, ea h solution si is asso iated
with an evaluation ve tor F = (F1 (si); : : : ; FC (si)) where C is the number of quality riteria. One solution s1 is said to dominate another solution s2 if 8 : F (s1 )  F (s2) and
9 : F (s1) > F (s2), where F is the -th riterion, 2 f1 : : : C g. Neither solution dominates
the other if 9 1 ; 2 : F (s1 ) > F (s2); F (s2) > F (s1). We de ne the Pareto front as the
set of nondominated solutions. The goal is to approximate as best possible the Pareto front,
presenting the de ision maker with a set of high-quality solutions from whi h to hoose.
To this point, feature sele tion and lustering have been studied separately. In this study,
we solve the two problems simultaneously by proposing an unsupervised algorithm to sele t
a subset of features. As a sear h algorithm, greedy methods su h as sequential oating
sear h are suitable for small- and medium-s ale problems [21℄. Sin e we are interested in
large-s ale problems, we turn to evolutionary algorithms (EAs) to intelligently sear h the
spa e of possible feature subsets. An EA is a parallel and global sear h algorithm that works
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with a population of solutions to simultaneously evaluate many points in the sear h spa e.
Ideally the population of an EA onverges to the global optimum. However, standard
EAs often onverge prematurely to lo al optima. Furthermore, standard EAs assume a single
tness fun tion to be optimized and thus annot onsider multiple tness riteria e e tively.
A number of multi-obje tive extensions of evolutionary algorithms have been proposed in
re ent years [29℄. Most of them employ omputationally expensive sele tion me hanisms to
favor dominating solutions and to maintain diversity, su h as Pareto domination tournaments
[15℄ and tness sharing [13℄.
Sin e we wish to sear h the spa e in parallel without sa ri ing eÆ ien y, we use a new
evolutionary algorithm that maintains diversity over multiple obje tives by employing a
lo al sele tion s heme. This Evolutionary Lo al Sele tion Algorithm (ELSA) works well for
Pareto optimization problems [24℄. In this framework, ea h individual solution is allo ated
to a lo al environment based on its riteria values and ompetes with others to onsume
shared resour es only if they are lo ated in the same environment. Eventually, its han e to
reprodu e is jointly a e ted by its quality and by the presen e of similar solutions sharing
its lo al environmental resour es. The more densely populated the lo al environment, the
more ompetition among individuals for resour es, resulting in bias toward di erent lo al
environments. In this appli ation, the EA automati ally maintains diversity among solutions
by biasing its sear h toward un overed ombinations of features.
In order to evaluate the quality of a subset of features, we use the standard K-means
algorithm [17℄ with ea h solution's sele ted subset of features. K-means requires the number
of lusters, K , as input. In our approa h we do not want to ommit to some estimate of
the number of lusters, nor to sear h exhaustively or greedily over possible values of K .
Therefore we evolve K as part of the genotypi representation of ea h individual solution,
along with the feature subset. If the sele ted features are suÆ ient to explain the data, we
expe t our lustering to be e e tive.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, we dis uss our approa h
in detail, justifying our heuristi lustering quality metri s, illustrating our evolutionary
algorithm, and des ribing how ELSA is ombined with K-means. Se tion 3 presents some
experiments with syntheti and real data sets, and dis usses the interpretation of the ELSA
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output to sele t a subset of good features. Finally, we on lude the paper by suggesting
dire tions for future work.
2 Feature sele tion algorithm
2.1

Heuristi

metri s for

lustering

A number of numeri al measurements are available to evaluate lustering quality [14, 9℄.
Most of them are based on geometri distan e metri s and therefore they are not dire tly
appli able be ause they are biased by the dimensionality of the spa e, whi h is variable
in feature sele tion problems. In our study we use four heuristi tness riteria, des ribed
below. Two of the riteria are inspired by statisti al metri s and two by O am's razor [3℄.
Ea h obje tive, after being normalized into the unit interval, is to be maximized by the EA.
Fwithin :

This obje tive is meant to favor dense lusters by measuring luster ohesiveness.
It is inspired by the total within- luster sum of squares (TWSS) measure. Formally,
let xi; i = 1;    ; n, be data points and xij be the value of the j -th feature of xi. Let d
be the dimension of the sele ted feature set, J , and K be the number of lusters. Now,
de ne the luster membership variables ik as follows:
8
>< 1 if xi belongs to luster k
ik = >
: 0 otherwise

where k = 1;    ; K and i = 1;    ; n. The entroid of the k-th luster, k , an be
de ned by its oordinates:
Pn
i=1
kj = Pn

=1

i

Fwithin

x

ik ij
ik

; j 2 J:

an nally be omputed as follows:
Fwithin = 1

K X
n
1 1X

Zwithin d k=1 i=1

4

ik

X
j 2J

(xij

kj

)2

(1)

where the normalization by the number of sele ted features, d, is meant to ompensate
for the dependen y of the distan e metri on the dimensionality of the feature subspa e.
Zwithin is a normalization onstant meant to a hieve Fwithin values spanning the unit
interval. Its value is set empiri ally for ea h data set.
Fbetween :

This obje tive is meant to favor well-separated lusters by measuring their distan e
from the global entroid. It is inspired by the total between- luster sum of squares
(TBSS) measure. We ompute Fbetween as follows:
Fbetween =

K X
n
1 1 1 X
(1
Zbetween d k 1 k=1 i=1

ik

X

) (xij
j 2J

kj

)2

(2)

where, as for Fwithin, we normalize by the dimensionality of the sele ted feature subspa e and by the empiri ally derived onstant Zbetween.
F lusters :

The purpose of this obje tive is to ompensate for the previous metri s' bias towards in reasing the number of lusters. For example, Fwithin = 1 in the extreme ase
when we have the same number of lusters as the number of data points, with ea h
point allo ated to its own luster. Clearly su h over tting makes the model more omplex and less generalizable than an be justi ed by the data. Therefore, other things
being equal, we want fewer lusters:
F lusters = 1

K Kmin
Kmax Kmin

(3)

where Kmax (Kmin) is the maximum (minimum) number of lusters that an be en oded
into a andidate solution's representation.
F omplexity :

The nal obje tive is aimed at nding parsimonious solutions by minimizing the
number of sele ted features:
F omplexity = 1

d
D

1:
1

(4)

Note that at least one feature must be used. Other things being equal, we expe t
that lower omplexity will lead to easier interpretability of solutions as well as better
5
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initialize population of agents, ea h with energy =
while there are alive agents and for T iterations
for ea h energy sour e
for ea h v (0 .. 1)
Eenvt v
vEtot

() 2

endfor
endfor
for ea h agent a
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(
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v
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endfor
Ea
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if (Ea > )

insert a0 into population
Ea0
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Ea
E a E a0
else if (Ea < )
remove a from population

2

0

endif
endfor
endwhile

Figure 1: ELSA pseudo- ode. In ea h iteration, the environment is replenished and then
ea h alive agent exe utes the main loop. In sequential implementations, the main loop alls
agents in random order to prevent spurious sampling e e ts. Extin tion does not o ur in
the experiments des ribed in this paper, so we stop the algorithm after T iterations. The
values of this and other parameters are dis ussed in Se tion 3.
generalization.
2.2

Evolutionary lo al sele tion algorithm

ELSA springs from algorithms originally motivated by arti ial life models of adaptive agents
in e ologi al environments [23℄. Modeling reprodu tion in evolving populations of realisti
organisms requires that sele tion, like any other agent pro ess, be lo ally mediated by the
environment in whi h the agents are situated. An agent's tness must result from individual intera tions with the environment, whi h ontains other agents as well as nite shared
resour es.
We now brie y des ribe the ELSA implementation for the feature sele tion problem
dis ussed in this paper. A more extensive dis ussion of the algorithm and its appli ation
to Pareto optimization problems an be found elsewhere [24℄. Figure 1 outlines the ELSA
algorithm at a high level of abstra tion.
Ea h agent ( andidate solution) in the population is rst initialized with some random
6

solution and an initial reservoir of energy. The representation of an agent onsists of D +
Kmax 2 bits. D bits orrespond to the sele ted features (1 if a feature is sele ted, 0
otherwise). The remaining bits are a unary representation of the number of lusters.1 The
motivation for this representation over a binary one stems from the desire to preserve the
regularity of the number of lusters under the mutation operator: mutating any one bit will
hange K by one. Mutation is the only geneti operator (no rossover operator is used in
the experiments des ribed here) and therefore it is the only means of exploring the sear h
spa e.
In ea h iteration of the algorithm, an agent explores a andidate solution similar to itself.
The agent olle ts E from the environment and is taxed with E ost for this a tion. The
net energy intake of an agent is determined by its tness. This is a fun tion of how well the
andidate solution performs with respe t to the riteria being optimized. But the energy
also depends on the state of the environment. The environment orresponds to the set of
possible values for ea h of the riteria being optimized.2 We imagine an energy sour e for
ea h riterion, divided into bins orresponding to its values. So, for riterion tness F and
bin value v, the environment keeps tra k of the energy Eenvt (v) orresponding to the value
F = v . Further, the environment keeps a ount of the number of agents P (v ) having F = v .
The energy orresponding to an a tion (alternative solution) a for riterion F is given by
F itness(a;

) = P F(F(a(a) )) :

(5)

Candidate solutions re eive energy only inasmu h as the environment has suÆ ient resour es;
if these are depleted, no bene ts are available until the environmental resour es are replenished. Thus an agent is rewarded with energy for its high tness values, but also has an
interest in nding unpopulated ni hes in obje tive spa e, where more energy is available.
The result is a natural bias toward diverse solutions in the population. E ost for any a tion
is a onstant (E ost < ).
In the sele tion part of the algorithm, ea h agent ompares its urrent energy level with
The ases of zero or one luster are meaningless in this appli ation. Therefore we ount the number of
lusters as k =  + 2 where  is the number of ones and 2  k  Kmax.
2 Continuous obje tive fun tions are dis retized.
1
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assign ea h data point to a randomly hosen luster
al ulate the entroid k of ea h luster k

do

for ea h point i

move i to nearest

endfor

re al ulate the

luster

entroids of

arg mink distan e(i; k )
lusters whose data sets have

while at least one point hanged luster assignment

hanged

Figure 2: K-means lustering algorithm.
a threshold . If its energy is higher than , the agent reprodu es: the mutated lone that
was just evaluated be omes part of the population, with half of its parent's energy. When an
agent runs out of energy, it is killed. The population size is independent of the reprodu tion
threshold;  only a e ts the energy stored by the population at steady-state.
When the environment is replenished with energy, ea h riterion is allo ated an equal
share of energy:
p E
Etot = max ost
(6)
C

where C = 4 riteria in this study. This energy is apportioned in linear proportion to the
values of ea h tness riterion, so as to bias the population toward more promising areas
in obje tive spa e [11℄. Note that the total replenishment energy that enters the system at
ea h iteration is pmax E ost, whi h is independent of the population size p but proportional
to the parameter pmax . This way we an maintain p below pmax on average, be ause in
ea h iteration the total energy that leaves the system, pE ost, annot be larger than the
replenishment energy.
2.3

K-means algorithm

In order for ELSA to assign energy to a solution, it needs to evaluate the tness riteria
orresponding to the solution's feature subset and number of lusters. Therefore it must form
the given number of lusters based on the sele ted features. In the experiments des ribed
here, the lusters to be evaluated are onstru ted using a standard K-means algorithm [17℄.
K-means is one of the most often used non-hierar hi al lustering methods. It iteratively
assigns ea h data point to the luster whose entroid is lo ated nearest to the given point,
and re al ulates the entroids based on the new set of assignments. Some variants of K8

means have been suggested in order to improve the eÆ ien y of the algorithm, avoid initial
seed value e e ts, or nd the global optimum [20, 1℄. However, in our study we use the
standard K-means algorithm as summarized in Figure 2.
Ea h time a new andidate solution is evaluated, the orresponding bit string is parsed
to get a feature subset J and a luster number K . The K-means algorithm re eives in input
the proje tion of the data set onto J and uses it to form K lusters. The four tness riteria
Fwithin , Fbetween , F lusters, and F omplexity are then omputed and returned to ELSA.
3 Evaluation
By de nition it is hard to evaluate the quality of an unsupervised lustering algorithm.
Feature sele tion problems present the added diÆ ulties that the lusters depend on the
dimensionality of the sele ted features and that any given feature subset may have its own
lusters, whi h may well be in ompatible with those formed based on di erent feature subsets.
For these reasons we take a gradual approa h to evaluate the proposed approa h. First,
we use a small-dimensional syntheti data set, in whi h the points have been generated
arefully with well-de ned distributions and lusters along ea h feature dimension. This
data set allows us to validate our algorithm by determining whether any given solution
evolved by ELSA represents a sensible ompromise between the on i ting heuristi quality
obje tives.
Se ond, we use a high-dimensional syntheti data set, in whi h the distributions of the
points and the signi ant features are known, while the appropriate lusters in any given
feature subspa e are not known. This data set allows us to estimate the performan e of
the algorithm by observing whi h portions of the signi ant features are identi ed by the
evolved solutions.
Finally, we use a real data set for whi h we have knowledge about the lusters and the
relevant features. In this ase, we an evaluate the solutions both by examining the sele ted
features and by judging the semanti s of the resulting lusters.
Another way to evaluate our approa h is by omparison with an alternative algorithm.
For this purpose we have implemented a greedy heuristi algorithm known as two-way se9

quential sele tion [18℄. Our implementation of this algorithm for lustering requires a set
value of K and uses Fwithin as the only optimization riterion. The algorithm begins by nding the single dimension along whi h the obje tive is optimized. This dimension onstitutes
the initial feature set. At ea h su essive step, the algorithm adds the feature that, when
ombined with the urrent set, forms the best lusters. It then he ks to see if the least
signi ant feature in the urrent set an be eliminated to form a new set with superior performan e. This iteration is ontinued until all the features have been added. For omparison
purposes, we repeated the algorithm for the same values of K onsidered by ELSA.
3.1

Experiment 1

The rst syntheti data set has n = 300 points and D = 6 features. It is onstru ted as
follows. One luster is formed along feature 1 and two lusters are formed randomly along
feature 2. Therefore if we plot the data proje ted onto dimensions 1 and 2 we obtain two
learly separated lusters. Along feature 3, we randomly reassign the points to two independent lusters. We repeat the pro ess for feature 4. Finally, for features 5 and 6, the points
are distributed uniformly. All the lusters along ea h dimension are formed by generating
points from a pseudo-Gaussian distribution obtained by averaging the oordinates of some
number of uniformly distributed points.3 Figure 3 illustrates this data set by proje ting the
points onto some of the feature subspa es with d = 2.
The motivation for this data set is to have an understanding of the relationships between
the di erent features, and at the same time a realisti mixture of signi ant, less signi ant,
and insigni ant features. If we onsider the subsets of dimensionality d = 2, feature 1 taken
in onjun tion with feature 2, or 3, or 4 reates two orrelated lusters. However, if we pi k
any two of features 2, 3, or 4, the lusters in ea h dimensions are not orrelated and thus
there are four lusters. If we onsidered d = 3 and we pi ked features 2, 3, and 4, we would
nd 23 = 8 lusters. The last two features are white noise and thus of no signi an e.
The individuals are represented by strings with 12 bits, 6 for the features and 6 for the
number of lusters, so that Kmax = 8. There are 7 energy bins for F lusters, 6 for F omplexity ,
3

The standard deviation of these pseudo-Gaussian distributions is   0:06.
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Figure 3: The data set of Experiment 1, plotted in some of the possible 2-dimensional subsets
of the features spa e.

Parameter Value
Pr(mutation) 0.1
Pr( rossover) 0
pmax
100
E ost
0.2

0.3
T
400
Table 1: ELSA parameters values. The probability of mutation refers to a per-bit mutation
rate.
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and 10 ea h for Fwithin and Fbetween. The values used for the various ELSA parameters are
shown in Table 1.
The best solution with four lusters in more than one dimension in luded features 2 and
3. The best solution with K = 2 and more than one dimension in luded features 1 and
4. As depi ted in Figure 3, both of these solutions des ribe the data very well. The nal
population was dominated by solutions with one feature, whi h typi ally look extremely
good along two riteria: omplexity, and either Fwithin (many enters inside one true luster)
or Fbetween (well-separated enters along a random dimension).
As expe ted, the greedy sear h method performed very well on this simple data set. With
K = 2, features were added in the order 1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6; with K = 4, the order was 1, 3,
4, 2, 5, 6. As it happens, the two-dimensional lusters along features 1 and 3 are somewhat
better (in terms of Fwithin than those along features 1 and 2.
3.2

Experiment 2

With the se ond data set we intend to test the algorithm on a problem with higher dimensionality, while retaining the \realisti " avor of the smaller data set. In other words we
have some \signi ant" features (in whi h points belong to orrelated normal lusters), some
\Gaussian noise" features (in whi h values are drawn from single or bimodal normal distributions along ea h dimension, but the distributions along di erent features are un orrelated),
and some \white noise" features (in whi h points are drawn from uniform distributions).
The data set has n = 500 points and D = 30 features. It is onstru ted so that the
rst 10 features are signi ant, with 5 \true" lusters onsistent a ross these features. The
next 10 features are Gaussian noise, with points randomly and independently assigned to 2
normal lusters along ea h of these dimensions. The remaining 10 features are white noise.
The standard deviation of the normal distributions is   0:06 and the means are themselves
drawn from uniform distributions in the unit interval, so that the lusters may overlap |
the a tual number of lusters may be smaller than onstru ted, along ea h dimension.
Individuals are represented by 38 bits, 30 for the features and 8 for K (Kmax = 10). There
are 9 bins for F lusters and 10 ea h for F omplexity , Fwithin, and Fbetween. The parameters for
ELSA are the same as those used in Experiment 1 (see Table 1), ex ept that T = 8000
12
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Figure 4: ROC urve showing sensitivity and spe i ity of the individuals in the nal generation for data set 2, along with the solutions generated by the greedy algorithm.
iterations.
Another way to evaluate the performan e of our algorithm is by looking at the sensitivity
and spe i ity of ea h evolved solution. These measures are de ned as follows:
Sensitivity

=

Spe ifi ity

=

TP
TP + FN
TN
TN + FP

(7)
(8)

where TP (true positive) is the number of sele ted signi ant features, FP (false positive)
is the number of sele ted noise features, TN (true negative) is number of dis arded noise
features, and FN (false negative) is the number of dis arded signi ant features. Ideally, both
measurements would be lose to 1, as only signi ant features would be sele ted. However,
as we in rease a solution's omplexity (de rease F omplexity ), more features are sele ted and
as a result sensitivity goes up while spe i ity goes down. Therefore, if we plot sensitivity
versus spe i ity (an ROC urve) for the solutions in the nal population, we an estimate
the algorithm's e e tiveness at dis riminating between signi ant and noise features.
Figure 4 shows su h an ROC urve for our large syntheti data, along with the values
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for the solutions generated by the greedy algorithm for K = 2;    ; 10 lusters. ELSA an
su essfully dis ard noise features, as shown by spe i ity values up to 95%. The range of
the sensitivity among the evolved solutions is smaller, with a peak of 70%. This is onsistent
with the data set, sin e the lusters along the 10 signi ant dimensions are orrelated and
therefore not all those features are ne essary. The trend displayed by the intermediate ELSA
solutions attests to the trade-o between sensitivity and spe i ity in this diÆ ult problem.
The greedy algorithm nds a few solutions with both high sensitivity (up to 80%) and
high spe i ity (up to 90%), but it has additional knowledge about the problem | it uses
a omplexity of 10 features, orresponding to the number of signi ant dimensions in the
data.
3.3

Experiment 3

In addition to the arti ial data sets dis ussed above, we also test our algorithm on a real
data set, the Wis onsin Prognosti Breast Can er (WPBC) data [22, 2℄. This data set
re ords 30 numeri features quantifying the nu lear grade of breast an er patients at the
University of Wis onsin Hospital. It also ontains traditional prognosti variables tumor size
and number of positive lymph nodes, along with a binary variable indi ating whether lymph
status was re orded. This results in a total of 33 features for ea h of 227 ases.
Individuals are represented by 37 bits, 33 for the features and 4 for K (Kmax = 6),
therefore there are 5 bins for F lusters. Other ELSA parameters are the same as those used
in Experiment 2 (see Table 1), ex ept that T = 10,000.
We analyze lustering performan e on this data set by looking for lini al relevan e in
the resulting lusters. Spe i ally, we an observe the a tual out ome (time to re urren e, or
known disease-free time) of the ases in the various lusters. Figure 5 shows a Kaplan-Meier
estimate of the true disease-free survival times for patients in the lusters represented in one
solution from our nal population. This solution ontained three lusters in 7 dimensions.
It was hosen by pi king the best individual (in terms of Fbetween and Fwithin) with three
lusters from the nal population.
The gure learly shows that the lustering solution found three groups with wellseparated survival hara teristi s. The best prognosti group (represented by the top urve)
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Figure 5: Estimated survival urves for the groups found by the ELSA-based lustering
method. Choosing best solution with three lusters reated groups orresponding to good,
intermediate, and poor prognosis.
was relatively small, ontaining 22 ases, with only three re urren es. Be ause of its small
size, it was not statisti ally signi antly di erent from the intermediate group (p = .075).
The intermediate group was well-di erentiated from the poor group (p < 0.01).
The hosen dimensions in luded a mix of nu lear morphometri features su h as symmetry, on avity and texture, along with lymph status and tumor size. We note that the
in lusion of lymph status requires disse tion of the an illary nodes for staging purposes,
leaving the patient at risk for painful ompli ations. While we would prefer to make treatment de isions without this feature, the lustering results onsistently indi ated that it was
relevant to the forming of prognosti groups.
4 Con lusions
We presented a novel approa h for large-s ale feature sele tion problems using unsupervised
learning. ELSA, an evolutionary lo al sele tion algorithm, was used su essfully in previous
work in onjun tion with supervised learning [24, 25℄. In this paper we used ELSA to
sear h for possible ombination of features and numbers of lusters, with the guidan e of the
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K-means algorithm. While the sear h biases of ELSA and K-means may not be ideal for
this appli ation, the ombination of a multi-obje tive sear h algorithm with unsupervised
learning provides a promising framework for feature sele tion. We summarize our ndings
as follows.
 ELSA overs a large spa e of possible feature ombinations well while simultaneously

optimizing the multiple riteria.

 The standard K-means algorithm an be used to guide ELSA by evaluating the quality

of a subset of features.

 A number of possibly on i ting heuristi metri s an be plugged into the algorithm,

while remaining agnosti about their relative worth or their relationships.

 Most importantly, in the proposed framework we an sele t signi ant feature subsets

without training examples, while at the same time identifying the inherent numbers of
lusters.

In future work we would like to ompare the performan e of ELSA on the unsupervised
feature sele tion task with other multi-obje tive EAs [10℄, using ea h in onjun tion with the
standard K-means algorithm. We will also onsider the use of di erent lustering algorithms
that may be more appropriate in spe i situations, su h as problems with nominal features
or lusters with di erent shapes.
Another interesting dire tion is the further analysis of the intera tions among our various
optimization riteria. For instan e, in reasing the number of features dramati ally a e ts
both of our luster quality metri s. While we orre ted for mu h of this e e t with normalization terms, further study is needed to de orrelate the e e ts of the various riteria. Further,
the Fbetween measure does not ne essarily orrelate dire tly with one's intuition about luster
quality. Well-separated, but nearby, lusters are judged harshly by the traditional TBSS
measure on whi h Fbetween is based. We will explore other obje tives that implement the
idea of forming well-separated lusters.
Although in theory the best thing that an algorithm an do in multi-obje tive optimization is to approximate the Pareto front, it would be desirable from the standpoint of a
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non-expert user to identify one single solution, out of the nal population, representing a
\best ompromise." On e the algorithm has identi ed a manageable set of andidate solutions (the Pareto front approximation in the nal population), we might be able to apply
some more expensive statisti al or geometri method. For example, we might look along
the approximate Pareto front for a point of maximal urvature, by onsidering tangential
hyperplanes in Pareto spa e.
From a knowledge dis overy perspe tive, our algorithm o ers several advantages. Certainly the simpli ity bias of O am's Razor is well-established as a means for improving
generalization on real-world data sets. Further, it is often the ase that the user an gain
insight into the problem domain by nding the set of relevant features; onsider, for example,
the signi ant literature on prognosti fa tors in breast an er, or the target marketing problem des ribed in Se tion 1. Finally, a key problem in data mining is the s aling of predi tive
methods to large data sets. Our algorithm an easily be used as a prepro essing step to
determine an appropriate set of features (and number of lusters), allowing the appli ation
of iterative algorithms like K-means on mu h larger problems.
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